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MULTISTEP DIRECT REACTIONSOF 14 MeV NEUTRONSParaskevi DemetriouInstitute of Nulear Physis, NCSR �Demokritos�15310 Aghia Paraskevi, Athens, GreeeAndrzej Marinkowskiy and Bohdan Maria«skiThe Andrzej Soltan Institute for Nulear StudiesHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived June 18, 2001)Multistep diret ross setions inluding the ontribution of inoherentpartile�hole and olletive exitations in the ontinuum, are alulated andombined with multistep ompound and ompound nuleus ross setionsto give a omplete desription of neutron inelasti sattering by niobium atinident energy of 14.1 MeV. The multistep diret reations are enhanedby using the non-DWBA matrix elements that inlude the biorthogonallyonjugated distorted waves. The results reveal ontributions from two- andthree-step reations in agreement with experiment.PACS numbers: 25.40.Fq, 24.60.Gv1. IntrodutionIn the quantum-mehanial theories of multistep diret (MSD) reations[1�3℄, the diret exitation of the olletive degrees of freedom is not treatedexpliitly. Therefore any olletive e�ets have been masked by adjustingthe parameters of the inoherent MSD reation or taken into aount by in-troduing ad ho orretions [4,5℄. Subsequent simultaneous analyses of nu-leon inelasti sattering and harge-exhange reations showed that a gooddesription of both types of reations is possible only at the expense of in-onsistent parametrization of the MSD reation model [6℄. Further attemptsto expliitly inlude all the phonon, multi-phonon and giant resonane statesobserved by experiment, resulted in partiularly strong olletive ontribu-tions in the ontinuum [7℄. However, the simple additive method of [7℄ leadsy Send any remarks to Andrzej.Marinkowski�fuw.edu.pl(3003)



3004 P. Demetriou, A. Marinkowski, B. Maria«skito double ounting of the exitation strength assoiated with ertain valuesof the multipolarity �. The problem of double-ounting was overome by ap-plying the Energy-Weighted Sum Rules (EWSR's) to determine the extentto whih the strength of a given multipolarity is exhausted by the inoher-ent partile�hole or olletive exitation modes, respetively [8,9℄. It wasthereby established, that the double-di�erential ross setion of a one-stepdiret reation (d2�=dEd
 )1SD inludes ontributions from (i) oherent ex-itations of olletive one-phonon vibrations of multipolarity � � 4 and (ii)inoherent exitations of partile�hole pairs of orbital angular momentumtransfer l > 4. Suh a di�erentiation is in aord with the results of studiesof the giant isosalar resonanes. On the one hand, no one-phonon states ofmultipolarity higher than hexadeapole have been identi�ed experimentally,on the other, olletive exitations of higher multipolarity appear rathersmeared out and show up as part of the ontinuum [10℄. The losed formexpression for the one-step diret (1SD) reation ross setion obtained byMarinkowski and Maria«ski [9℄ has been used in alulations of ross se-tions of MSD reations in the framework of the theory of Feshbah, Kerman,and Koonin [1℄ (FKK). The results revealed substantial ontributions frommulti-phonon, multi-partile�hole and the multitude of mixed partile�hole�phonon exitations to the ontinuum at inident energies of 20 MeV and 26MeV. Important ontributions from two-, three- and four-step reations werefound [11,12℄. In this paper we apply this method to the analysis of neutroninelasti sattering by niobium at inident energy of 14.1 MeV [13℄ in orderto show how the multistep proess develops with projetile energy.2. Calulations and resultsThe ross setion for a 1SD reation obtained by Marinkowski andMaria«ski reads [9℄,� d2�dEd
 �1SD = Xn��4 �2n�� d�d
 �DWBA�marn� f�[~!n� ;� ℄+X�;� Xl>4(2l + 1)Pgp�+h�� gp�+h�� UR2(l)V 2�;��� d�d
 �DWBA�mirl � : (1)The marosopi DWBA ross setions in the �rst, (vib) term of the r.h.s.of Eq. (1) were alulated with form fators F� = �R�U=�R obtained byusing the omplex optial potential of [14℄. The �n� are deformation param-eters of the one-phonon states. The f � is the energy distribution funtion,assumed to be Gaussian with width adjusted to the experimental energyresolution for the one-phonon levels, or Lorentzian with width typial ofthe giant resonanes. These ross setions are due to the isosalar ele-tri exitation of the one-phonon states, 2+1 at 0.93 MeV with �2 = 0:13,



Multistep Diret Reations of 14 MeV Neutrons 30052+3 at 2.49 MeV with �2 = 0:8 and 3�1 at 2.30 MeV with �3 = 0:18, as well asthe exitation of the dipole, quadrupole and the Low Energy omponent ofthe Otupole (LEOR) giant Resonanes in 92Zr. The LEOR exhausts 30%of the otupole strength [10℄. The weak oupling model multiplets wereused for 93Nb. The indies � and � denote neutrons � or protons � in theseond (ph) term of the r.h.s. of Eq. (1). The sum over � and � ontainstwo terms for nuleon sattering, namely those orresponding to the exi-tation of a neutron ph-pair and a proton ph-pair. P = 1=2 is the paritydistribution and R2(l) is the spin distribution of the density of the 1p1hstates, !1;1 = gp+h� gp+h� U [15℄. The latter was taken with g� = Z=13 andg� = N=13 as the single-partile state densities for protons and neutrons,respetively. The mirosopi inoherent DWBA ross setions in (ph) werealulated with a real e�etive interation of Yukawa form with 1 fm range.The strength was assigned the standard values V�� = V�� = 12:7 MeVand V�� = V�� = 43:1 MeV [16℄, slightly inreased due to the dependeneon the inident energy [17℄. The mirosopi ross setions were averagedover the �nal partile�hole states (jpj�1h )lm of the shell model ontained in1 MeV intervals. Both the marosopi and the mirosopi ross setionswere alulated with the DWUCK-4 ode [18℄. The spetrosopi amplitude(2jh + 1)1=2 was used in the mirosopi option of DWUCK-4.The multistep ross setion of the FKK theory is obtained by multiplefolding of the one-step ross setion [1,19℄,� d2�dEd
 �MSD = Z m1E1(2�)2~2 dE1d
1�Z m2E2(2�)2~2 dE2d
2 : : : Z mM�1EM�1(2�)2~2 dEM�1d
M�1�� d2�dEMd
M �1SD : : :� d2�dE2d
2�1SD� d2�dE1d
1�1SD :(2)Ei and mi are the energy and mass of the sattered nuleon after the i-thstage of the reation. The �nal states in the (ph) omponents of the 1SDross setions in Eq. (2) are assumed to be 1p1h states independent on thereation stage M . On the other hand, eah phonon in the (vib) ross setionin Eq. (2) results in multi-phonon states [20℄ built on the �nal phonon statesof the preeding reation stage. The energies of the multi-phonon states aresums of energies of the onstituent phonons. Therefore, it is important toinlude into the (vib) omponent only one-phonon states. A �ne integrationgrid �Ei � 1 MeV is required in Eq. (2) in order to get rid of spurious one-phonon peaks from the multi-phonon spetra and to saturate the shapes andmagnitudes of the alulated ross setions [11℄.



3006 P. Demetriou, A. Marinkowski, B. Maria«skiThe ross setions desribing the suessive transitions in Eq. (2) are de-rived, exept for the last one, from non-DWBA matrix elements. The non-DWBA matrix elements are a result of the biorthogonality of the distortedwaves [21℄. They an be expressed in terms of the normal DWBA matrixelements inluding the inverse elasti S-matrix fator [22℄. Therefore theorresponding partial l-wave ross setions are multiplied by the modulussquared of the inverse elasti matrix element S�2l . These enhaning fa-tors apply not only to the exitation of the inoherent ph-pairs but also tothose that add oherently to a olletive vibration, sine the distorted waves,whether the exited states are single-partile ones or olletive, are the sameeigenfuntions of the omplex optial potential and form a omplete set withthe adjoint distorted waves. Thus (M � 1) out of the M 1SD ross setionsin Eq. (2) ontain a sum of the enhaned (S�2vib) = P��4(S�)�2��(vib)and (S�2ph) = Pl>4(Sl)�2�l(ph) ross setions. As a result the multistepross setions of Eq. (2) ontain the following ombinations of the two terms[11,12℄:2SD, (S�2vib; vib) + (S�2ph; vib) + (S�2vib; ph) + (S�2ph; ph),3SD, (S�2vib; S�2vib; vib) + (S�2ph; S�2vib; vib) + (S�2vib; S�2ph; vib)+(S�2vib; S�2vib; ph) + (S�2ph; S�2ph; vib) + (S�2ph; S�2vib; ph)+(S�2vib; S�2ph; ph) + (S�2ph; S�2ph; ph),4SD, et.where for simpliity we have omitted the limits of the summations. The elas-ti sattering matrix elements, j Sl j2= (1�Tl),are expressed in terms of thepartial wave transmission oe�ients Tl of the optial potential of [14℄. Inthe alulations of the MSD ross setions, we have only onsidered ontri-butions from proesses where the leading partile in the intermediate stagesis a neutron. Thus we have inluded the terms (n; n00; n0); (n; n00; n000; n0)and (n; n00; n000; n0000; n0) ignoring terms suh as (n; p; n0); (n;N;N 0; n0) and(n;N;N 0; N 00; n0), where N is either a neutron or a proton. It is expetedthat at the inident energies onsidered here the ross setions for harge-exhange reations or proton inelasti sattering are signi�antly smallerthan those for neutron sattering, so the ontribution from the latter termsshould be negligible.The results for the inident energy of 14 MeV are shown in Figs. 1�3, asa funtion of emission energy.The orresponding partial ross setions, obtained after integrating overangle and outgoing energy, are inluded in Table I. The olletive one-phononross setions (vib) exhaust the dipole, quadrupole and otupole EWSR'slimits and the inoherent one-step (ph) exitations observe the limits forthe transferred orbital angular momenta l>4. The deomposition of the2SD, 3SD and 4SD ross setions into the mixed ontributions of (vib) and(ph) shown in Table I does not agree with the onlusions of [23℄, aording
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Fig. 1. The alulated ross setion for the 1SD omponent of the 93Nb(n; n0)93Nbreation, at inident neutron energy of 14 MeV (thik solid line). The ontributionsdue to exitation of one-phonon olletive states of multipolarity � � 4 and toinoherent exitation of ph-pairs of transferred orbital angular momenta l > 4 areshown separately as thin lines.

Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 but for the 2SD (thik solid line). The four ontribu-tions resulting from Eq. (2) are shown as thin lines.
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Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 1 but for the 3SD (thik solid line). The eight ontri-butions resulting from Eq. (2) are also shown as thin lines. TABLE IThe deomposition of the MSD ross setions for the 93Nb(n; n0)93Nb reation at14 MeV.�(1SD) (mb) �(2SD) (mb) �(3SD) (mb)(ph) 82 (S�2 vib, vib) 29 (S�2 vib,S�2 vib, vib) 6.8(vib) 119 (S�2 vib, ph) 13 (S�2 vib,S�2 vib, ph) 2.0(S�2 ph, vib) 9 (S�2 ph,S�2 vib, vib) 1.6(S�2 ph, ph) 3 (S�2 vib,S�2 ph, vib) 1.2(S�2 ph,S�2 vib, ph) 0.3(S�2 vib,S�2 ph, ph) 0.2(S�2 ph,S�2 ph, vib) 0.2(S�2 ph,S�2 ph, ph) 0.03Total 201 54 12.33to whih the ross setions for the MSD reations are dominated by themulti-ph ontributions, while the mixed terms and the multi-phonon onesare negligible. On the ontrary, we observe that the relative ontributionsdue to the mixed multi-ph-phonon as well as the multi-phonon exitationsinrease with inreasing number of reation steps. This is not surprisingsine the exitation energy available at eah stage of the multistep reation



Multistep Diret Reations of 14 MeV Neutrons 3009dereases allowing for the low energy phonon exitations mainly. On thewhole, the results show substantial ontributions from multistep proesses.The integrated 2SD and 3SD neutron emission ross setions at the inidentenergy of 14 MeV are 54 mb and 12 mb respetively, ompared to the 201 mbof the 1SD ross setion whih is the sum of (ph) = 82 mb and (vib) =119 mb.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the alulated ross setions with the spetrum of neutronsfrom the 93Nb(n; xn)93Nb reation measured at inident energy of 14.1 MeV [13℄.The thik line is a sum of all ontributions shown. The labels CN1 and CN2 denotethe primary and seondary neutrons evaporated from the ompound nuleus, re-spetively. CPN denotes seondary neutrons preeded by evaporation of a protonand MSC labels the sum of emissions from the three steps of the preequilibriumompound reation. The ross setions of the 2SD and 3SD reations were alu-lated aording to Eqs. (1) and (2).The ross setions for CN emission of the low energy neutrons werealulated aording to the theory of Hauser and Feshbah. The multistepompound (MSC) reation ross setions were alulated in the framework ofthe theory of FKK [1,19℄, allowing for the gradual absorption [24℄ of inident�ux into the quasi-bound states of the MSC reation hain. The radialoverlap integral of the single-partile wave funtions in the MSC ross setionwas alulated with onstant wave funtions within the nulear volume. Theoverlap integral was subsequently orreted by a fator of 12 [25℄ in order toapproximate the result of the mirosopi alulation. The resulting rosssetions are thus about 14 of those obtained in previous analyses [25℄.



3010 P. Demetriou, A. Marinkowski, B. Maria«skiThe results of the MSD, MSC and CN alulations are ompared withthe inlusive neutron spetrum measured at inident energy of 14.1 MeV[13℄ in Fig. 4. The overall agreement between theory and experiment isvery good over the entire energy range. The strutures observed in thealulated 2SD and 3SD spetra an be identi�ed as those arising fromthe superposition of multiphonon exitations onto a smooth bakgroundof ph-exitations. The peak in the 1SD spetrum at the highest outgoingenergy is due to the three low energy one-phonon states given above. The

Fig. 5. Comparison of the alulated double-di�erential ross setions with theangular distributions of neutrons from the 93Nb(n; xn)93Nb reation measured atinident energy of 14.1 MeV [13℄. The thik lines are the sums of the ontributionsshown. The outgoing neutron energies are given. The labels CN1, CN2 and MSCare the same as in Fig. 4.



Multistep Diret Reations of 14 MeV Neutrons 3011energy distribution of these states was assumed to be Gaussian with width� = 2MeV to aount for the experimental energy resolution and the spreadof the weak oupling multiplets. The one-phonon struture, folded in Eq. (2)into a two- and three-phonon one, an then be observed in the 2SD and 3SDspetra at energies twie and trie the exitation energy of the one-phononstates, respetively. It is also worth noting that the ontribution of the MSComponent is insigni�ant ompared to that of the MSD. This is partly dueto the approximation of the mirosopi alulation of the radial overlapintegral and partly due to the gradual absorption.The experimental angular distributions are also satisfatorily reproduedat all the outoing energies, as shown in Fig. 5. Only 1SD and 2SD reationsontribute signi�antly at the inident energy of 14 MeV. The ross setionsfor the 93Nb(n,xn)93Nb reation have also been desribed by using the basisof olletive states of the RPA. Due to the omplexity of the alulationsinvolved, only the �rst two steps of the reation were alulated [26℄. Theresults obtained at the inident energy of 14 MeV were 202 mb for the 1SDreations and 57 mb for the 2SD ones, in exellent agreement with the resultsof the present work (see Table I). The shapes of the emission spetra of [26℄also resemble the ones obtained in the present work, as shown in Fig. 6.One ould therefore argue that the new 1SD ross setion of Eq. (1) inonjuntion with Eq. (2) present a losed form approximation of the RPAross setions.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the 2SD ross setion alulated aording to Eqs. (1) and(2) for the 93Nb(n; n0)93Nb reation at inident energy of 14 MeV (labelled FKK)with the orresponding ross setion obtained by Lenske et al. using the RPA basisstates [26℄.



3012 P. Demetriou, A. Marinkowski, B. Maria«ski3. ConlusionsThe MSD ross setions alulated in the framework of the FKK theory,using (i) the new 1SD ross setion of Eq. (1) and (ii) the non-DWBA ma-trix elements in Eq. (2) are able to reprodue the data for neutron inelastisattering by niobium. The results of the alulations show important on-tributions from two-step reations at 14 MeV. The ontribution of the 3SDreations amounts to only 6% of the 1SD ross setion and therefore an benegleted. The use of non-DWBA matrix elements in Eq. (2) leads to anenhanement of the MSD ross setions. In fat, the non-DWBA MSD rosssetions are larger than the orresponding normal DWBA MSD ross se-tions by a fator of (3.5)M�1. Furthermore, the enhaned non-DWBA MSDross setions support the gradual absorption of the inoming �ux into thequasibound ompound states of inreasing omplexity [24,27,28℄. On theother hand, gradual absorption ombined with more aurate mirosopioverlap integrals result in redued MSC ross setions. Therefore, the MSDreations dominate over the MSC ones even at an inident energy as lowas 14 MeV.This work was performed under the Greek-Polish bilateral agreement onsienti� ollaboration No-028/2001-2002, 3326/R01/R02. A.M. and B.M.thank the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) for supportunder ontrat 621/E-78/SPUB/-IAEA/P-03/Dz-214/2000.REFERENCES[1℄ H. Feshbah, A. Kerman, S.E. Koonin, Ann. Phys. (NY) 125, 429 (1980).[2℄ T. Tamura, T. Udagawa, H. Lenske, Phys. Rev. C26, 379 (1982).[3℄ H. Nishioka, H.A. Weidenmüller, S. Yoshida, Ann. Phys. (NY) 183, 166(1988).[4℄ M.B. Chadwik, P.G. Young, Phys. Rev. C47, 2255 (1993).[5℄ A. Marinkowski, D. Kielan, Nul. Phys. A578, 168 (1994).[6℄ A. Marinkowski, in Pro. Int. Conf. on Nul. Data for Siene and Tehnology,Gatlinburg (Tennessee), May 9-13 1994, ed. J.K. Dikens, Amerian NulearSoiety.[7℄ P. Demetriou, A. Marinkowski , P.E. Hodgson, Nul. Phys. A596, 67 (1996).[8℄ A. Marinkowski, B. Maria«ski, Phys. Lett. B433, 223 (1998).[9℄ A. Marinkowski, B. Maria«ski, Nul. Phys. A653, 3 (1999).[10℄ A. van der Woude in: ed. J. Speth, Eletri and Magneti Giant Resonanesin Nulei , World Sienti�, Singapore 1991, p. 177, 214.[11℄ P. Demetriou, A. Marinkowski, B. Maria«ski, Phys. Lett. B493, 28 (2000).
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